


Training Overview

Audience:
Bicycle Program Managers

TDM Professionals

Learning Goals:
Understand the Stages of Change behavior change model

Learn how to apply it to bicycle mode shift

Understand SOC market segmentation strategy

Consider how to use SOC in program evaluation



What is Stages of Change Theory?

One of several behavior change theories

People have to want to change their behavior

We will be more successful in our work if we 
seek to understand the subject’s ‘readiness to 
change’

Behavior change is a step-by-step process

The “intervention” that works best for someone 
in one stage is inappropriate for another stage
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How does it help us?

Understanding audience & setting goals

Segmenting audience

Delivering the right interventions to each stage

Evaluating movement across stages



Stage-Specific Interventions

Precontemplation Contemplation Preparation Action Maintenance
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WHY CHANGE? HOW TO CHANGE



Segmentation by Stage

• I do not bike for fun or transportation regularly, and I don’t intend to start. 
[Pre-contemplation]

• I do not bike for fun or transportation regularly. I am considering doing it 
more often, but I’m not sure how to make that change. [Contemplation]

• I do not bike for fun or transportation regularly, but I would like to do so 
more often. [Preparation]

• I bike for fun or transportation regularly, and I have been doing so for less 
than 6 months. [Action]

• I bike for fun or transportation regularly, and I have been doing so for more 
than 6 months. [Maintenance]



Segmentation by Stage

Thinking about how you will travel next week, will you bicycle at least two 
days (for transportation or for fun/exercise)?

• No, and I’m not considering it [pre-contemplation]

• No, but I’m thinking about it [contemplation]

• No, but I’d like to [preparation]

• Yes, but it’s hard for me [action]

• Yes, and it’s easy for me [maintenance]



Evaluation

16 percentage 
point increase 

in people in 
maintenance 

stage
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What have we learned?

• People won’t change their behavior until they are motivated

• Stages of Change theory helps us understand that motivation

• People need different kinds of support depending on their Stage of Change

• Research provides us with different ‘interventions’ for different stages

• To provide “stage-matched” interventions, we have to segment our audience

• SOC helps with audience insights, program design, and evaluation

• Can be used rigorously (e.g. program 100% designed around it) or in a 
light-touch way (e.g. consider likely audience stage when communicating)




